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I dedicate this session to my parents. Thank you for all that you have instilled in me!

Description: In the urban school setting, popular music can be a point of access to teaching children musical skills
and concepts. Children identify and connect with pop songs. When carefully selected, pop songs can help connect
children to musical concepts and skills in a meaningful way.
Objective: Though processes teaching, participants will perform, Beauty in the World, a pop/soul song, performed
by Macy Gray, and explore ways to engage children in meaningful musical experiences.
Today’s experience is the culmination of a series of lessons that students have engaged in over a period. Over the
years, this lesson has been modified and or extended to accommodate various grade levels.
Suggested Teaching Process

Teaching notes: I recommend that students have the opportunity to sing, play on instruments and perform movement. In
preparation, for their performance, they can choose the medium that they would like to focus on for the final performance.
However, for the sake of time, participants will perform in either the singing, movement, or instrument group. Sometimes singing
and movement are one group.

Warm Up – Movement Follow Me (Club Mix) performed by Aly-Us
•

Using simultaneous imitation and improvisation, nonverbally lead your students into an exploration of Laban’s
movement efforts actions, space, time, and flow. Laban’s movement effort actions: Wring, Press, Flick, Dab, Glide,
Float, Punch, Slash

•

During the movement warm up, you can review movement efforts that your students have already experienced or
introduce new movement efforts.

•

Toward the end of the song, guide the students into a circle formation in which you will improvise movement in the
middle of the circle in the way that dancers in the urban community traditional dance to house/club genre. You will
signal students to individually improvise movement while the same recording is playing, then small groups, and
eventually the recording will end with all of the participants improvising movement in the room.
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Teaching notes: The set-up for the creative movement improvisation is from the warmup. My students usually create movement
for songs they will perform based on their experiences during movement warmups, folk dances and or from watching me model
creative movement for them. The aforementioned idea is established over time, and it is a classroom norm. Nonverbal
communication with your students enhanced their communication, collaboration, critical thinking, and creativity.

•

Singing, Speech, & Body Percussion
Lead students into patsching and clapping the steady beat while moving around the room. Sing the first verse
while students are patsching, clapping and walking around the space. You will be singing the verse for them!

•

Sing the chorus while students simultaneously echo you until they learn the chorus.
Teaching notes: This is an opportunity for your students to explore the lyrics and discover the connection that the
lyrics have to their everyday lives. Look at the children and encourage them to look at each other while they are
singing. I always encourage teachers to explore lyrics to songs with their children it enhances their literacy and
helps them to discover connections that music has to other subjects and disciplines.

•

While singing the chorus, clap the pattern of the interlude, and continue to clap the pattern until the participants
simultaneously echo the clapping and learn the pattern.

•

Have students echo each phrase of the first verse, sing the chorus and clap the interlude. This process is the same
for the second verse and bridge.
Teaching notes: You can teach the bridge after singing the first verse of the song. We may only learn the 1st & 2nd
verses during this session.
In addition, in small groups, have your children discuss and or answer: Analyze the catchy melody patterns and
cadences in the A SECTION. What musical concepts, skills and or standards do you notice when learning the A and
B SECTIONS. How may this song connect to your everyday life? In what ways do the lyrics help build self-esteem
and confidence in children?
Transfer Body Percussion to Un-pitched Instruments
Have children transfer their body percussion to un-pitched instruments by exploring what instruments sound like
their patsching and clapping. In this session, we will transfer our body percussion to congas and or hand drums,
tambourines, and cabasas. You may have your students listen to the introduction of the original recording to
compare or contrast their body percussion patterns and or un-pitched instruments to the instruments used in the
recording.

•
•
•
•

Barred Instruments & Closing
Teach students how to play the accompaniment with barred instruments through process teaching.
All students should learn to play each part even if they have to rotate.
After a number of repetitions, students create movement (see teaching notes at the beginning o this document).
Combine body percussion, pitch and unpitched instrumentation, and movement while singing “Beauty in the
World”
Join your local chapter of The American Orff Schulwerk Association, as well as the national organization AOSA:
https://aosa.org/get-involved/become-a-member/
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